Assignments for Prospective Slaves to Complete from my Web Site

The links on this page should work. I recommend the “doc” versions.

The numbers refer to the order in which I’d like you to do them.
There is no need to feel rushed. This is a voyage of self-discovery.

Search within yourself to determine if this lifestyle, with its commitments and restrictions, is right for you

1
Kink Activity List for Bottoms 
doc  pdf  rtf

If we’re not playing soon, #1 & #2 can be delayed.
You don’t need to be experienced in SM play, just honest about your feelings at this stage. You’ll re-do this after a few months and will be amazed at how things change.

2
Negotiation Form doc rtf pdf
You’ll complete the slave/bottom part of this prior to our first encounter. I’ll complete my part and we’ll review it, discuss it, and agree on things. I prefer to do this in person, but when distances are involved, I like to see your part before travel arrangements are made.

3
My definitions of the types of submission doc pdf rtf 
Tell me where you place yourself on the spectrum at this time.

4
What I Seek and What I Offer in a LTR doc pdf rtf 

Read and give me feedback
5
My Philosophy & Needs as a Master doc pdf rtf 

Read and give me feedback
6
My Thoughts on Polyamory doc pdf rtf 

Read and give me feedback
7
How Subs Can Nurture Their Doms doc pdf rtf 

Read and give me feedback
8
One Slave’s Profile that Moved Me 
doc pdf rtf
Read and give me feedback. Ideally, you’ll recognize yourself in this profile.

9
Expectations and Regulations for Slavery doc pdf rtf

Read and give me feedback
10
128 Basic slave Rules
Read and give me feedback 
The first time I read these I thought the author was writing in jest. When I met him, he said he had sat down with his slave and brainstormed them in all seriousness. I’ve found that some slaves find them really hot, others not, depending on their experience as a slave and vanilla life events and education.

 
11
A Sample Petition for Consideration doc pdf rtf 

Read, then think about it as you complete the rest of the assignments. At the end, you’ll write your own contract. You don’t require a petition, but you need to read it because one of the sample contracts is based on it. Feel free to write your own petition if you desire.

12
Sample Contracts doc pdf rtf 

Read – you’ll make your own later.
13
Draft Protocol Manual doc pdf rtf 

Read and give me feedback. This document is the core of the D/s relationship – the Bible that we’ll keep referring to and adjusting as the relationship continually evolves. Typically the contract is a single page, but makes reference to a commitment to uphold the Protocol Manual. 

Your negotiations and subsequent revisions of the Manual at the outset of the relationship, even for a weekend visit, are critical to the functioning of the relationship.

In other words, if anything makes you feel uncomfortable, be honest and open before you cross the threshold, otherwise I will be expecting you to uphold and find joy in fulfilling the Manual, which is my best attempt at a clear statement of expectations.

14
Slave Positions doc pdf rtf
There are four positions in the Protocol Manual that I use most often. I’ve added some here. Practice them until you can respond to the names promptly. You might need me to explain or help.

15
The Psycho-Socio-Sexual Matrix doc pdf rtf

A snapshot of the elements that comprise our sexuality. 
If you’re local, print this and circle where you are on each scale.
If you’re out of town, indicate your position within the document, e.g. increase the font size of one of the numbers on the scale.
16
Here's my current self-assessment regarding the Matrix. pdf 

Read and give me feedback. A short paragraph or phone discussion is fine.
17
For slave-applicants: compare your thinking and personality to mine doc pdf rtf  

This is the most important document to complete and will take the most time.

18
Attachment Theory and the Kink Lifestyle   doc  pdf  rtf 
We are a blend of the three basic Attachment Types: Secure, Anxious, and Avoidant. Read the article. You’ll understand the value of knowing both your type and the types of others with whom you are close. 

19
Attachment Types Questionnaire  doc  pdf  rtf 
Fill in the questionnaire and score it. Send me your scores for the four areas: Security, Fearful, Preoccupation, Dismissive
Fearful, combined with Preoccupation, determine how Anxious you are about relationships.

20
The Accessibility, Responsiveness, Engagement Questionnaire     doc  pdf  rtf 
Fill in this questionnaire twice, once for the best relationship you’ve had and once for the worst. This could be a parent or a boss, not just a romantic relationship.

21
Expectation Matrix - Building Trust through Communication doc pdf rtf
Starting out, you will lack data and confidence levels will also be low.
For me, I find your expectations a critical consideration in determining if I can meet your needs. This is very much a “living document” that will change continually. Start it now and add to it as things occur to you.


22
A detailed questionnaire for slave-applicants doc pdf rtf 

By this point, you’ve learned much about me and about yourself. You should be confident that you want to be my slave. As part of this assignment, you’ll write a contract 



